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Abstract—In this paper we propose a novel approach to hybrid visual steering of simulation ensembles. A simulation ensemble is a collection of simulation runs of the same simulation model using different sets of control parameters. Complex engineering systems have very large parameter spaces so a naïve sampling can result in prohibitively large simulation ensembles. Interactive steering of simulation ensembles provides the means to select relevant points in a multi-dimensional parameter space (design of experiment). Interactive steering efficiently reduces the number of simulation runs needed by coupling simulation and visualization and allowing a user to request new simulations on the fly. As system complexity grows, a pure interactive solution is not always sufficient. The new approach of hybrid steering combines interactive visual steering with automatic optimization. Hybrid steering allows a domain expert to interactively (in a visualization) select data points in an iterative manner, approximate the values in a continuous region of the simulation space (by regression) and automatically find the “best” points in this continuous region based on the specified constraints and objectives (by optimization). We argue that with the full spectrum of optimization options, the steering process can be improved substantially. We describe an integrated system consisting of a simulation, a visualization, and an optimization component. We also describe typical tasks and propose an interactive analysis workflow for complex engineering systems. We demonstrate our approach on a case study from automotive industry, the optimization of a hydraulic circuit in a high pressure common rail Diesel injection system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in computation technologies provide an opportunity to compute large simulation ensembles — multiple simulation runs of the same simulation model using different sets of control parameters. Parameter spaces of complex engineering systems, if not carefully sampled, can result in prohibitively large simulation ensembles.

Current emission regulations and efficiency goals are great challenges for automotive systems designers. In order to meet strict time constraints and reduce the time to market, system designers of modern automotive systems need powerful design tools to understand the systems, their behavior, and their responses to changes of the design parameters. In this paper, we present a case study dealing with an injection system, i.e., one of the key components of modern car engines. Target users of the proposed solution are designers of complex systems that are based on simulation ensembles. This paper is a result of a long-term collaboration between visualization and simulation experts. We, a team of visualization, simulation, and injection experts, developed the proposed approach, inspired by the actual application in the automotive industry. Our collaboration included numerous interviews and common sessions. We had regular meetings on a weekly basis for more than six months. One of the injection experts with more than 15 years experience in simulation, also coauthors the paper. Additionally, we observed and interviewed four more simulation experts. Hence, when we say we throughout the paper, we mean the whole team, the visualization and the simulation experts. In our opinion, neither group alone could come to such a solution. The new approach is the result of a long-term research effort to address and overcome the described obstacles in the design of a complex system. Although we developed the newly proposed approach with experts from the automotive industry we are confident that the proposed approach can be used in other domains where complex simulation data in high dimensional parameter spaces have to be explored and understood.

Properly specifying the simulation parameters is a tedious task, and, at the same time, crucial for the effective utilization of simulation. There is an inherent trade-off between the simulation accuracy and its speed. Better accuracy requires more simulation points (i.e., simulation runs) to better cover the parameter space. More simulation runs increase the simulation time and lengthen the design process. A system designer needs help to navigate the simulation space and explore the most promising combinations of simulation parameters. With proper support, the designer can be more efficient and productive.

Simulation results often have a complex structure and a simplified representation. A common workflow includes the extraction of certain scalar features prior to the analysis. These features are then studied in the automatic and interactive analysis. Current state of the art techniques also support the consideration of complex data in interactive studies [17], but these techniques do not support an automatic analysis at the same time. Our work targets the interactive hybrid visual steering of a simulation ensemble which combines simulation and optimization with interactive visual steering to provide an integrated design environment.

The identified tasks for an integrated, hybrid steering environment are summarized in Table 1. These tasks are abstractions of the observed real-world practices and concrete tasks/activities in the automotive design workflow. Supporting these tasks is the key requirement that guided the development of our integrated, hybrid steering environment and our hybrid visual steering approach.

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) A case study demonstrating Hybrid Visual Steering, a novel simulation ensembles steering and exploration approach. This approach combines interactive explo-
ration and analysis with automatic optimization based on regression models; (2) The task abstractions (Table 1) and the supporting visualization system, including two improved views, the Parameters Exploration View and Regression Exploration View. (3) The tight integration of all relevant components in an interactive workflow; and (4) An evaluation of the proposed approach based on a case study from the automotive industry including user feedback.

We build on our previous work [17, 18, 19, 21, 20] which integrates multiple simulation runs and visualization and focuses exclusively on the interactive exploration and steering. Here we introduce the adaptive exploration of the simulation space, based on regression modeling and the use of optimization to find an optimum within a subset of the simulation space. This new approach covers the spectrum between a fully automatic simulation and the manual adjustment of simulation parameters.

2 Related Work

Simulations are usually computationally intensive and are often combined with interpolation for sensitivity analysis and optimization. An example is the Kriging interpolator, representing a global metamodel that covers the whole experimental area [40]. However, we can also iteratively refine the simulation model, in addition to the refinement of the simulation parameter values.

If data analysis is a postprocessing step after a simulation batch is completed, errors invalidating the results of the entire simulation may be detected too late [25]. Computational steering and interactive visualization started in 1980s and 1990s as useful visualization paradigms for the computational sciences [11] enabling users to interactively steer computations, change simulation parameters and instantly see the simulation results. The simulation results are usually presented using scientific visualization methods [14].

Computational steering integrates modeling, computation, data analysis, visualization, and data management components of a simulation [25]. However, integrating simulation within computational steering can be a very difficult problem. We need to address four facets of the problem [15]: control structures, data distribution, data presentation, and user interfaces. Since computational steering is a highly interactive process, the user interface is a critical component [23]. This early simulation steering approaches usually deal with a single simulation run which lasts for a long time. The idea is to monitor simulation execution and to change some parameters if preliminary results seem to be wrong. We do rely on basic simulation steering principles, but we deal with simulation ensemble steering. Our simulation can be computed relatively fast, and we steer the ensemble creation, not a single simulation run.

In each iteration of computational steering the user can define a region of interest in the parameter space that should be explored in more detail. Additional simulation runs are needed to cover that region, constituting a new “simulation experiment”. The design of such an experiment, i.e., the selection of the simulation points in the region of interest, is very important since we would like to reduce the number of simulation runs while providing a good coverage of the region of interest [16, 24].

While the support for a user controlled simulation is at the very core of computational steering, there is very limited support for user controlled optimization [3]. Very often there is no clear or unique optimal solution. A user has to analyze, in an interactive fashion, trade-offs and interdependencies between objectives [29, 32, 34]. Using an analytical representation of the objective function the user can explore the values of the objective function in the region of interest [22]. Such values can be dynamically updated in all views and brushes (selections) [28]. All these solutions are not integrated in an interactive steering environment. They focus on optimization based on a batch of precomputed simulation runs. In our case, we use optimization as a guideline in interactive steering in a fully integrated workflow.

The simulation data consists of discrete simulation points while the region of interest is usually a continuous space. We can use the simulation points to “span” that space using a surrogate (regression) model that approximates simulation results over the entire region of interest. The number of grid points in full grid methods depends exponentially on the number of dimensions. However, using sparse grids can reduce the dimensionality problem under some smoothness conditions. The sparse grid method, originally developed for the solution of partial differential equations [42], is also used for interpolation and approximation. The properties of the hierarchical representation and approximation properties of sparse grids are discussed by Bungartz and Griebel [9]. Improvements over the classical sparse grid approach include spatially adaptive refinement, modified ansatz functions, and efficient regularization techniques [26].

Simulation steering and dealing with ensemble simulations require control over multiple heterogeneous simulation runs. World lines [41] integrate simulation, visualization and computational steering to deal with the extended solution space by representing simulation runs as causally connected tracks that share a common time axis. The user has to select parameter combinations for new runs, there is no automatic support in selection of the new design points. Konyha et al. [17] and Matkovic et al. [19, 21] use interactive visual analysis for engineering problems with large parameter spaces. This is a purely interactive solution without an automatic support for steering. Berger et al. [2] employ statistical learning methods to predict results in real-time at any user-defined point and its neighborhood. The user is guided to potentially interesting parameter regions and the uncertainty of predictions is shown using 2D scatterplots and parallel coordinates. Booshehrian et al. [7] present a parameter space exploration approach from the fishery domain. These systems are not coupled with simulation, they operate on a set of predefined simulation runs. Engel et al. [13] describe a novel interactive visual framework for dimensionality reduction of high-dimensional single particle mass spectrometry data. Bergner et al. [4] present ParaGlide, a visualization system designed for interactive exploration of parameter spaces of multidimensional simulation models. They do initiate new data generation from the visualization, but the selection of points is based solely on user input, there is no support from automatic methods.

Machine learning techniques such as support vector machines [8, 12, 33] or relevance vector machines [36] can be used to create linear, quadratic or nonlinear surrogate models. The validation of a surrogate model is difficult in general [27]. We assume that our regression models are validated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Explore and Analyze the Ensemble</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Parameters' Sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Model Reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>Compute the Regression Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Model Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Model Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>Automatic Optimization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>Generate the Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Initial Parameter Space Sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Interactive Refinement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Automatic Optimization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Hybrid steering tasks abstractions.
Although the related work covers parts of our proposed solution, none of these approaches, according to our best knowledge, integrates all components in a unified framework.

3 Simulation and Visualization

Figure 1 illustrates our Hybrid Visual Steering approach and its evolution. The basic workflow in simulation includes model definition, setting of control parameters, simulation, feature extraction from complex simulation results, and the visualization of the extracted features. Feature extraction is necessary if the simulation produces complex data that is not suitable for standard direct visualization. The blue parts in Figure 1 correspond to such a traditional procedure. Advances in computation make it possible to compute many runs for the same simulation model with different sets of control parameters — a simulation ensemble.

In this case the parameter space has to be sampled and different combinations of control parameters have to be chosen. This is a well-known problem (design of experiment) for which there are several available techniques. A simulation ensemble results in a combination of multiple complex simulation results and multiple scalar features (red parts in Figure 1). If an automatic optimization is desired, a regression model can be computed based on the control parameters and the extracted scalar features. This step is usually decoupled from the visualization (light red parts in Figure 1). In our previous work we have demonstrated that also complex simulation results can be integrated in the visualization [17, 19] (green parts in Figure 1). Ensemble steering makes it possible to select new sets of control parameters from the visualization [20] (purple parts in Figure 1) in an iterative, interactive manner.

When the simulation space is very large, the iterative design process can be time consuming and tedious. We would like to help the domain expert by automatizing this process as much as possible. Therefore, we couple automatic optimization with the visualization in a hybrid visual steering environment (orange parts in Figure 1). Our framework supports all identified tasks for a complex system design.

Integrated design environments are not readily available for industrial design. Tools are used separately or as partially integrated tools which significantly reduces efficiency. The integrated design environment we developed for the common rail injection design resulted, according to the domain expert, in a speed up factor of at least ten compared to the conventional approach where all tools are used separately. We also talked with four more domain experts at the AVL company working on optimization, timing drive, hybrid vehicle, and crankshaft design. They informally evaluated our integrated design environment prototypes and estimated a similar potential for speed up.

3.1 Formal Background

We often model the simulation process as a function \( S \) that maps the control parameters \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_m) \) (a control data point in \( \mathbb{R}^m \)) to the output values \( \mathbf{y} = (y_1, \ldots, y_n) \) (an output data point in \( \mathbb{R}^n \)) where \( m \) is
the number of control parameters and \( n \) is the number of outputs. Due
to the physical constraints of the simulated system, the set of feasible
control data points \( C \) is a subset of \( \mathbb{R}^m \) and the set of feasible output
data points \( O \) is a subset of \( \mathbb{R}^n \). A simulation ensemble \( E \) is a set
of pairs of data points \((x, y)\), \( x \in C \) and \( y \in O \).

Traditional data analysis approaches, such as statistics or OLAP
techniques [35], usually use a relatively simple multi-dimensional model [10, 31] (simple with respect to the types of data dimensions)
using data tables to capture relations among control parameter values
for the same simulation run. While the control parameters are almost
always numerical, scalar values, the output values also often include
time/data series so \( O \) is no longer a subset of \( \mathbb{R}^n \).

Since simple data tables [10] are not sufficient, we need an adequate
simulation ensemble data model to deal with more complex data. Our
simulation ensemble data model uses a two-level data hierarchy for
the output data points (Figure 2).

For each output data point \( y^i \) and \( y^j \) that is a data series, we have a
separate set of “sub-points” with its own length and number of dimen-
sions (parameters). Our discussion is limited to two dimensions.
We can select one of the data series dimensions as the independent variable (e.g., time) and the other dimension as the dependent variable.
Such data series can be considered a function of one variable and rep-
resented as a curve. The curve is replaced by one or more scalar values (features \( f \)) to create a feature point \( z^i \) in the feature space \( F \), a subset
of \( \mathbb{R}^{m} \), \( n \geq n \).

In other words, the scalar values \( y^i \) from \( y^i \) are directly used in the
feature space as the corresponding values \( z^i \) in \( F \) while each data series value \( y^j \) from \( y^i \) is replaced by one or more scalar values (features \( f \)) in \( z^i \).

### 3.2 Regression Model

If we can approximate the mapping \( S \) from the control parameter val-
tues to the simulation results using a regression model, we can esti-
mate the simulation results much faster, compared to actually running
the simulation. In order to estimate \( S \), a number of simulation runs
are executed to get a set of input-feature pairs (simulation ensemble),
\( \{(x^i, y^i)\} \) as training data. A regression model \( R \) is built from the train-
ing data as the surrogate model of the simulation.

After the regression model is trained, we can then use it to estimate
the simulation results for arbitrary input values. Or, more importantly,
it can be applied in an optimization process, of which the goal is to
obtain a set of control parameters so that the simulation results sat-
ify a set of desired constraints, such as the maximization of a linear
combination of the output variables.

### 4 Integrated Interactive Steering Workflow

Hybrid Visual Steering integrates simulation, optimization, and visual-
ization in a unified framework enabling the user to conduct simulation
ensemble steering. After the computation of a set of initial runs the
user explores the simulation ensemble, and detects a region of interest.
New simulation runs are conducted to adaptively increase the resolu-
tion of the simulation points in that region and augment the simulation
ensemble. Automatic optimization supports the user in identifying re-
gions of interest. However, since the proposed optimum values are
based on regression models (approximation) built based on scalar fea-
tures extracted from actually more complex simulation data (again, an
approximation), we cannot rely on them. The user needs a hint on the
regression model accuracy in the detected region, and dependent on
this accuracy more or fewer additional runs will be computed. The
overall workflow can be summarized as:

- Conduct simulation runs based on the design of experiment in the
  preceding iteration (for the first iteration create an initial design
  of experiment).
- Integrate the new simulation runs with the existing data (if there
  are any).
- Visually analyze the data and select an objective function.
- Set a regression model to explore the objective function.
- Identify a region of interest.
- Use optimization to determine (seemingly) optimal value(s).
- If the result of this optimization is not satisfactory, create a new
design of experiment with an increased resolution.

The realization of a hybrid visual steering framework also repre-
ts a technical challenge. All components do exist in current design
processes, but they are not coupled in a unified framework. Further-
more, not all of the components support the identified tasks, and they
have to be extended. The following components are needed to realize
an integrated hybrid visual steering environment:

- **Design of Experiment (DOE) Component**: supports the speci-
fication of a subspace of possible input values (a shape in a multi-
dimensional space) and the specification of a distribution of points within this space.
- **Simulation Component**: simulates the phenomena of interest at a
comparably accurate level.
- **Analysis and Exploration Component**: supports feature ex-
traction, advanced interaction, and the visualization of complex
and scalar simulation results. In the case of steering, it also
supports the interactive selection of subspaces in the parameter
space, and the specification of new design points. Finally, it also
controls regression model building, evaluates it, and shows optim-
ization results.
- **Regression Model Building Component**: builds a regression
model from (a subset of) the already computed simulation runs.
- **Automatic Optimization Component**: computes an optimum
using the regression model, subject to the interactively specified
constraints.

We use AVL’s [1] Design Explorer which supports DOE definition,
regression model building, and automatic optimization and AVL’s
CruiseM for simulation. We extend the existing interactive analysis
and exploration component to support all analysis tasks listed in Ta-
ble 1. We exploit the well-known principle of coordinated multiple
views and integrate all components in a unified framework.

### 5 Tasks and Steering Design

We have identified three main groups of tasks (Table 1). Each group of
tasks has specific requirements. The main questions are how to visual-
ize control parameters and simulation results, how to design the inter-
action, both for ensemble exploration and for optimization constraints
as well as goals definition, and how to specify new points in the param-
eter space. Based on our accumulated experience and the current state
of the art in exploratory visualization, we rely on the coordinated mul-
tiple views principle. The main idea is to depict multiple dimensions
using several views and to allow the user to interactively select (brush)
subsets of the data in a view. Consequently, all the corresponding data
items in all linked views will be consistently highlighted.

#### 5.1 Control Parameters Visualization

There are several possibilities for sampling the parameter space. The
parameter space can be continuous, or discrete. However, even if the
parameter space is continuous, we may select a limited, discrete set of
parameters, resulting in a discrete parameter sample.

As we deal with a multi-dimensional parameter space, well-known
techniques from visualization can be used. In the case of a continu-
ous parameter space, parallel coordinates are often used [27]. Projec-
tions to 2D using scatterplots are also frequently used. Furthermore,
histograms and bar charts are also regularly used to show values of
different parameters [7].

We needed a view which supports the identified tasks (Table 1, tasks
A1–A3, R1–R3, D1–D3). We can abstract the tasks on a finer level
when it comes to the parameter space visualization and identify gen-
eral task requirements:
show the distribution of each parameter (A1–A3, R2, D1, D2).

- Show the distribution of brushed simulation runs (A1, A2, A3).

- Support the interactive specification of optimization constraints for the parameters (R3).

- Initiate regression model building (R2).

- Show the automatically computed optimum values (A3, R3).

- Keep track of the automatic optimization process (R3).

None of the standard views supports all these requirements. We designed a new view — the Parameters Exploration View which meets the design requirements. It is inspired by the attribute explorer [39]. We add additional bars for specifying optimization constraints and additional interaction capabilities.

The basic idea is to show each parameter as a histogram with a user defined bin count. Figure 3a shows the histogram for one parameter. Basic information, like the parameter name, its range, and the maximum number of counts across all bins are shown on the left. We do not show this information under the histogram as we stack histograms vertically. There are five bins in the histogram in Figure 3 that seem to be empty. As the number of runs per bin can vary, and the histograms have a limited vertical space, some non-empty bins can occupy only one or even less than one pixel. We realized that it is important to mark really empty bins.

During an informal user study with five engineers at the AVL company, we presented them with two alternatives, explicitly marking empty bins and explicitly marking non-empty bins. All engineers preferred the solution where empty bins are marked with a gray rectangle. Figure 3b shows such a solution. We see that there are only four empty bins. There is a bin with just a few runs, which is not marked as empty. This information cannot be seen in Figure 3a.

The view is fully integrated in the coordinated multiple views environment and also shows the brushed runs. Figure 3c shows one histogram showing brushed runs (red) in addition to the overall distribution (blue). Constraints bar below the histogram that is used to specify optimization constraints. d) Six parameters shown in the view. f) Six parameters with constraints and optimum values. Some items are brushed and they are shown in red.

- Show the automatically computed optimum values (A3, R3).

Figure 3 shows the Parameters Exploration View for six control parameters. The computation of a new regression model is also initiated from the Parameters Exploration View. In the left part of the view, which we call view control (not shown in Figure 3), there are two buttons which start the process. One initiates the use of all simulation runs and the other computes the regression model based on the brushed runs only. The user can also choose a regression building method.

We also want to show the computed optimum values. We depict them as a polyline, passing through all histograms, similar to a parallel coordinates polyline. The line passes through the constraints bar as well. The lines are depicted in two colors, depending if they are a result from a regression model that was computed based on all runs or only on a subset of all runs. As the user hovers over the optimum line, corresponding constraints are shown in the constraints bar. The user can also hide the optimum lines if they are not of interest. There is a list of all computed optimum values (not shown in the figures) with user specified names, so the user can activate hidden optima on demand. Figure 3f shows the view for six parameters with an automatically computed optimum. The view does not only show brushed values but can be used to brush as well. A simple click on a bin selects the corresponding parameter values.

5.2 Simulation Results Visualization

Both parameters and the simulation results have to be shown together. As described in Section 5.1, we deal with a complex data model where scalars and curves are considered as elementary data units. In the case of an ensemble, this means that for each dimension we have a collection of scalars (as usual) or a collection of curves. We call all curves in an ensemble that belong to the same dimension a family of curves [17].

When it comes to the exploration and analysis of ensemble simulation data (tasks A1, A2, and A3), we have to show the simulation results. Standard views, such as scatterplots, parallel coordinates, or histograms are most often used during our study. For more complex outputs, in particular for the families of curves, we use a curve view which depicts all curves simultaneously also employing a certain density mapping, when needed. Brushing is extensively used in the exploration of such ensemble simulation data. Having all complex outputs depicted, we can easily realize the reconstruction of a model (task A2) which is a tedious or impossible task using analytical methods only.

We use regression models that are evaluated and tuned. There are multiple methods for evaluating and tuning a regression model (a detailed description is beyond the scope of this paper). We are dealing with a high-dimensional space and many time-dependent state variables are represented by aggregates. Although the model is tuned, it is practically impossible to find a model which fits all simulation points. Therefore, we also need to show the accuracy of the regression model (task R1). If an automatically computed optimum belongs to an area
where the regression model is not a good approximation of the simulation results, we need more simulation runs.

In order to show the model’s accuracy, we simultaneously show simulation results and approximated results (from the regression model) in the Regression Exploration View. The Regression Exploration View uses a projection of the high-dimensional output (solution) space (simulation results and regression model results) onto a plane determined by two selected output values (a scatter plot). During the design process a designer should always explore several such projections (different pairs of output values).

There are several ways to visualize pairs of points in the scatterplot. We showed different designs to five experts from the AVL company. We did not end with a uniquely preferred solution, as different tasks require different approaches. Throughout the following examples the simulation based points are orange and the regression model based points are blue. Of course, the user can also configure these colors.

The first idea is to show the pairs of points and connecting lines. Figure 4a shows such a case. In an ideal case the orange and the blue points would overlap and there would be no lines. In a realistic case the lines depict the accuracy of the regression model. The lines help in deciding if a computed point is a good enough approximation in a certain region. In case of many points (Figure 4a) there is a large overlapping problem and the user gets just a rough impression of accuracy. However, during a drill-down process in the analysis, the number of relevant pairs is reduced and the view becomes more useful. Figure 4b shows the same view for a subset of points. The lines are easier to identify now, and there is in general less clutter.

We also enable the user to show only simulation or only approximation points, and then, to use color coding and point size to encode the accuracy (the line length in the other solution). The view is less cluttered as it has less points (Figures 4c and 4d). We also offer a design where only color or only point size is used, but all domain experts preferred the combined approach. Figure 4e shows the same data as in Figure 4c using color only. The user can turn the context on or off. The context use was very task specific, users sometimes preferred to see the context and sometimes they wanted no context.

Furthermore, the users are also considering the direction and magnitude of the lines. Inspired by the work of Turkay et al. [38, 37], we also show only the deviation lines. In this case all start points are moved to the origin, and the lines and the end points are shown. In an ideal case there would be no lines, again. With this setup, it is easy to brush all lines that have a certain slope and/or magnitude. Figure 4f shows such a visualization. Figure 5 shows two different regions, one where the model is more accurate (Figure 5a) and one where differences between the simulation and the regression are much bigger (Figure 5b). Figure 5b also shows the context.

6 Case Study

We use an example from the automotive industry to evaluate our proposed approach. Together with five domain experts we conducted several analysis sessions in order to optimize a common rail Diesel injection system. All of these experts have a long (10–20 years) experience in automotive simulation. The sessions were conducted at AVL [1], one of the worldwide leaders in powertrain measurement and simulation systems.

Modern simulation software can be used to simulate injection systems and to help engineers to understand and tune injection parameters. Many phenomena can not be easily measured experimentally and the only way to get more information is through computational simulation. We used the AVL CruiseM simulation software to simulate a complete injection system [1]. We simulate an injection system consisting of four injectors. The injectors are produced by only few manufacturers. Hence the engine manufacturers have to tune them according to their specific needs. The whole system, including the rail and high-pressure pipes, is also different for each engine. The simulation model has more than 200 elements. Each element in the simulation model has several control and state variables. In this case study we focus on 6 parameters and explore different simulation results.

The main principle of a common rail system is the use of a high-pressure rail, common to all cylinders. The high pressure in the rail is used to precisely inject fuel into the cylinders. Electronically controlled actuators open and close the injectors. Sometimes, in one cycle, the main injection is preceded by a pilot injection, or even several of them. All this happens at least several hundred times per second. A more detailed description of common rail injection is beyond the scope of this paper [5, 6].

Due to high pressures and quick changes in the system, a modern common rail injection system operates in a condition which cannot be described sufficiently precise using classical fluid mechanics. Further-
more, in a common rail system each cylinder and injector is influenced by the others through the rail. This requires a careful rethinking of traditional system design. Figure 6 shows a modern injection system for a four-cylinder engine.

When tuning an injection system, engineers have a set of goals they have to meet. If the process values are not within a certain range, the engine will either run inefficiently or not at all. These results include mass injection rates, injection pressures (for each injector and the overall system), and the pilot and main injections time intervals. Corresponding control parameters for the desired ranges have to be explored (task A2, model reconstruction). A poor injection automatically leads to poor combustion, thereby increasing consumption, pollution, and power loss. An additional challenge in the design of a common rail injection system is to understand and prevent the appearance of unwanted pressure oscillations. Modern systems operate at a pressure of over 1500 bar. The oscillations can lead to amplitude jumps of over 400 bar. Such large oscillations can cause an undesirable behavior of individual injectors and introduce differences among the injectors. This results in a reduced efficiency and an increased emission — exactly the opposite of the design goals.

In this case study, we are interested in the high-pressure pipe geometry and the common rail itself. We have studied the geometry of the common rail and the high pressure pipes and the influence of the common-rail pressure and the pilot injection timings on the overall system performance.

There are four injectors with pilot and main injections, four high-pressure pipes and the common rail. We need advanced tools to comprehend the behavior of such a complex system. We assume that the individual injectors are tuned, and we study (for two pilot injections and the main injection) the injection pressure, the amount of injected fuel, the needle opening velocity and the needle closing velocity.

We are exploring the system at the individual cylinder level and at the overall system level. At the cylinder level we aim at the following:

- Small differences among injection pressures of the individual pilot injections.
- Small differences among the amounts of the injected fuel during the individual pilot injections.
- Maximum possible needle opening and closing velocities for two pilot injections and the main injection.
- Good damping of pressure oscillations that can occur within the high-pressure pipe.

On the overall system level we are looking for minimum possible differences among injection pressures for the individual cylinders and among the injected amounts of fuel for the individual cylinders. Besides these goals, the injection curves have to be of certain shapes, depending on the engine operation regime.

6.1 Iterative Analysis

After creating the model we need to decide which parameters will be varied. We focus on the six most relevant parameters: \(L_{\text{line}}\) and \(D_{\text{line}}\) (the length and diameter of the high pressure pipe), \(V_{\text{rail}}\) and \(\text{rail pressure}\) (the volume of the rail and the pressure inside the rail), \(V_{\text{inlet}}\) (the volume of a junction between the rail and the high pressure pipe) and \(\text{pilot start}\) (the starting time of the first pilot injection measured in degrees of crankshaft rotation).

We vary each control parameter and compute 2700 simulation runs. One simulation run takes approximately 200 milliseconds on a standard single core desktop PC. Several simulations can run simultaneously when multiple cores are available.

More than 30 output values (time series — functions of the crank angle) are computed per run. Once the simulation values are computed, more than 30 features per run are computed as well. Some of the features are computed from one curve (e.g., its maximum), and some are based on several curves. Table 2 shows a small subset of the computed scalar features.

All values of each run are computed for two revolutions of the crankshaft (720 degrees). The result is a complex data set where each record has some scalar attributes and some time series attributes (all state parameters). Since the computation of the regression model and the optimization expect scalar values, extracted scalar features are used to approximate the model.

After the computation of the initial set of runs we started the data exploration and analysis. Not all of the runs generate feasible results. Some high pressure parameter combinations result in a too low injected fuel mass, for example. Figure 7 shows the initial setup of our analysis. The Parameters Exploration View is placed in the upper left corner and it remained there during the whole session. The other views are often reconfigured, depending on the current analysis goals.

| Table 2. Scalar features of time series simulation values. |
|-------------------------------|----------------------------------|
| State parameter               | Explanation                       |
| \(P_{m_{\text{diff}}}\)       | Absolute difference between the maximum pressure during the main injection for the first and the third cylinder. |
| \(m_{m_{\text{diff}}}\)       | Absolute difference between the injected fuel mass during the injection into the first and the third cylinder. |
| \(K_{\text{d}_{L_{3}}}\)      | A damping value.                  |
| \(P_{3_{\text{pt_{diff}}}\}  | Absolute difference between the maximum pressure for the first and the second pilot injection (third cylinder). |
| \(m_{3_{\text{pt_{diff}}}\}  | Absolute difference between the injected fuel mass during the first and the second pilot injection (third cylinder). |
Three of the five users had experience with interactive visual analysis prior to this case study. One user reported after the study that “Seeing all results at once, although some are not feasible, represents a great advantage. I can see results in context now, and not each run separately as up to now.” In order to explore how outputs change when control parameters change (task A1) we use brushing. By moving the brush across the parameter space all corresponding outputs are highlighted consistently. Another user commented “Seeing how outputs change when I move the brush adds additional quality to conventional sensitivity analysis. I get a much better impression now.”

The model reconstruction task focuses on finding parameters which result in desired values for scalar outputs, and certain curve shapes for curve outputs. Curve shapes are crucial for an efficient injection. For model reconstruction (task A2), we simply select the desired values of the scalar outputs and the desired curve shapes. This is practically impossible to do analytically becomes very intuitive now. We brush desired shapes and undesired shapes as well. Some oscillations occur for some combinations of control parameters and it is important to understand when this happens. We also use multiple composite brushing. The user can select different subsets in different colors and interactively change any selection. This proved to be perfect for various comparisons (task A3), as stated by one user “Comparing several scenarios is straightforward using multiple brushes. Similar comparisons are simply impossible using a conventional workflow where we analyze each run separately, and compare the results afterwards.”

We identify the area in the parameter space where a possible optimum could be. Automatic optimization is used to find the optimum instead of trying to regularly fill in the range with new design points (which would result in many additional simulation runs). The automatic optimization can be started from within the tool. The parameters view is used to specify which runs are included and the regression model is created. From now on all scalar values can be computed using the regression model. We specify the optimization constraints and compute the optimum based on the regression model. All these steps are performed in the integrated environment that was appreciated by a user: “I could never set up optimization so fast. I also see all results together with the initial runs.”

We run the simulation (not the regression model) for the optimum point. The simulation tool is started automatically, a new run is computed, and the simulation results are loaded in the visualization tool. All outputs are computed by the simulation for the computed optimum point. Of course, these values differ from the values computed using the regression model. While the regression model is only an approximation we know it is precise enough to indicate the region of the optimum in the specified subspace. However, we are aware that the optimum is computed using an approximation, so we propose to compute additional points in the neighborhood of the optimum. For each additional point a simulation run is needed. The number of additional points can be specified dependent on model accuracy in the optimum’s neighborhood. In this case we generate 244 new points around the optimum. The points are mostly in the constrained space, but we allow a slight deviation if the optimum is on a border. The points are generated using the full-factorial algorithm [30].

The computed optimum point is depicted in the Parameters Exploration View and in the other views. If better points exist, they are displayed and can be selected by the user. One user commented: “The suggestions of where to refine the parameter space based on optimization speeds up the steering. The model accuracy shown indicates the quality of the optimization results. Seeing all runs all the time is simply unmatched in a conventional workflow. I can also see all curves which are normally not available when an optimization based on scalar features is conducted. I would estimate a speedup of at least an order of magnitude when designing complex systems.”

Figure 8 illustrates a typical workflow from an analysis session.

### 6.2 Regression Model Modification

The following example illustrates how the regression models influence the computed optimum. At one stage, we had 3188 simulation runs in the ensemble, as we had continuously added runs to the ensemble. We computed an optimum and additional points in the neighborhood. We wanted to minimize $P_{m \text{diff}}$. The scatterplot in Figure 9a shows the scatterplot where $P_{m \text{diff}}$ is on the $z$ axis. The computed minimum is dark green and all points from the optimum’s neighborhood are pink. We clearly see that there are better points in the neighborhood. The same data in the parallel coordinates (Figure 9b) shows two clusters among the pink items on the first axis, $P_{m \text{diff}}$. The optimum is rather high, and it seems as if the upper cluster is attracting the optimum.

It is possible that we have a high gradient which influences the regression model. A new regression model is computed based on a subset of the points only. The points with high $P_{m \text{diff}}$ values are excluded, and new optimum is computed. The scatterplot (Figure 9c) and parallel coordinates (Figure 9d) show the original optimum and the new optimum in light green. The new model fits much better and the new optimum is smaller (remember that we wanted to minimize $P_{m \text{diff}}$). We also computed the optimum using a model based on even more neighboring points but the outcome was almost the same.
During an analysis we find desired system characteristics and use the corresponding parameters. We would like to automatically find an optimum. The Parameters Exploration View is used to set optimization constraints.

1. The Parameters Exploration View is used to set the initial ranges of the control parameters.

2. A regression model is computed based on the already computed simulation runs. Time series data are aggregated.

3. The Parameters Exploration View shows the first computed optimum. The green poly-line connects the optimal control parameters.

4. The simulation tool is used to compute values for the optimum point (curves have to be computed). Additionally points in the neighbourhood of the optimum are also computed. All points are visualized. Points in the neighbourhood are shown in pink, and computed optimum in dark green. The x-axis of the scatterplot shows $P_{m_{\text{diff}}}$. There are better points than the computed optimum.

5. Better points are brushed in the scatterplot. We have to check if the curve shapes are still acceptable. In this particular case, the curves have acceptable characteristics, and one of the points is selected as an optimum.

The curve shapes for the new optimum are examined and verified by users: “Hybrid steering makes us aware of automatic optimization limits. We can easily see if results are right or not, and we can quickly refine the model if needed. I used steering before, but the addition of automatic optimization improves it significantly.”

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The new Hybrid Visual Steering approach represents an integrated design environment for simulation, visualization, and optimization. The development of this approach would have been impossible without a close collaboration with domain experts through numerous sessions over several months. The improvements and time savings are significant when compared to the conventional approach. The integrated design environment manages complex data (no tedious file conversions), keeps track of the process and of all optima found during the process.

We illustrated the approach on the common rail injection system design but the approach is not limited to the injection design only. We talked to the domain experts working on different automotive systems (timing drive, crankshaft balancing, and overall driving comfort) and they anticipate similar potential speed ups for their design problems. The approach can be applied whenever there is a complex system that can be represented by a simulation model with a multidimensional parameter space (either continuous or discrete), and relatively fast simulation. The simulation could be any algorithm that computes something based on control parameters. We are currently exploring applying the approach to image segmentation in the medical domain. We are also planning to extend the system for air flow simulation and traffic simulation.

The initial discussions we had with experts from all these domains make us confident that Hybrid Visual Steering can be applied in many scientific and engineering domains. Of course, the individual components of the system (simulation tool, regression model building tool, optimization, and visualization) should be modified according to the specific domain, but the main methodology and the workflow (see Section 4) remains the same. The modifications should be done in consultation with the domain experts as every domain has its own requirements, conventions and standards.

The interplay between the parameters of complex systems is so intricate that the expert’s intuition and knowledge can not be represented by an automatic system. Hence it is important to have an interactive system. Only human experience, knowledge, and imagination, supported by automatic methods can yield the best-possible results.

In this paper we described our experiences with the injection system design. Initially, the common rail injection system design process was done using a number of isolated tools. It was necessary to create an integrated design environment (Figure 1) that supports simulation, visualization and optimization. The evaluation of the proposed approach by five domain experts demonstrates the viability of the proposed approach, advantages over the existing design practice, and its usefulness in everyday industrial design. The integrated design environment which was deployed in the context of the case study is currently used by AVL. The intent is to make it a standard part of AVL’s commercially available software suite.
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